of your personal data is strength
The protection of your personal data is strengthened
It is important for you as a customer at Uvet Nordic AB to know how we handle your personal
information. On May 25, 2018, we and the rest of the EU will begin to follow the GDPR, which is the
new data protection regulation.
The purpose of GDPR is to strengthen your personal integrity and your right to protection of your
personal data. The regulation replaces the current Personal Data Act.
Uvet Nordic AB's websites use cookies. A cookie is a small text file stored on your computer and
contains information. Cookies are usually used to improve and enhance the user experience for you on
the site. There are two types of types we use: The first type saves a file that remains on the site to
facilitate navigation based on preferences and past usage. The other is called “session cookies” stored
temporarily while you visit the site. Session cookies disappear when you close your browser without
saving information about you.
Personal data, what is it and how do we use it?
It is information that links you to address, phone number, email address and more. Uvet Nordic AB
uses your personal information to reserve your travel with the airlines through the global flight
booking systems Amadeus, Sabre and Travelport. We also use the personal data associated with web
analytics to get a picture of how our visitors move on the site, and to register purchases and more.
Uvet Nordic AB uses Google Analytics, Tradedoubler, Zanox, and more to follow the visitor's
navigation. We use the personal information for, among other things, member issues that concern the
trip or provide information about services that may be of great benefit to the traveller.
We are personally responsible and manage your tasks under GDPR. That means we make sure it has a
clear purpose, a legal basis and that we protect it.
Only employees who are dependent on accessing your personal information will have access to it. If
we submit your information to a partner, we always have an agreement with those partners to ensure
that the data is not disseminated. As a customer, you are entitled to receive information about what
information we have about you. You may also request correction or anonymization of your personal
data, provided that it is in accordance with the accounting laws or other Swedish law, etc.
How do you remove cookies?
If you do not want cookies to be saved on your computer, you can turn them off in the browser
settings.
Read more about our terms, GDPR and our privacy policy at terms.
If you have further questions regarding this, you are welcome to contact us at gdpr@uvetnordic.com.

